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This invention‘ rename inner soles for 

‘ shoes, and one of .theobje‘cfts of the invention 
'isto provide an vinnerysole' which is rein; 
forced by wirelgauze'disposed between layers 

7 ' of fabric, the ‘wire ' gauze reinforcing vmem 
ber being so cut that the‘ Wires are on a bias 
with relationto the lengthof the sole, thus 
acting‘to prevent the wire gauze‘from bend 
ing in a line at right angles‘to the longitu 

' Q10 dinal wires and thus breakingior ‘wrinkling. 
A further object is'to so, construct this re 

~ inforcing member thatiythere will be no pro 
jecting wires at the margin of the reinforc 
Ving‘member and to provide a reinforcing 

5195 member of which the body is formed of copper ' 
' ' wire while the margin of the "reinforcing, 

‘member is coated with zinc‘ or like metal so 
‘ i as to form an electrical‘ element. ‘ ' ‘ ' 

A?furtherobject-is to provide an inner sole 
; 2,0 I which is extremely ?exible and which will ex 

_ ,ert no friction on the'foot and will‘ not, there-} ' 
v“ I fore, tendto cause'undueheatr ' 

A further object is to provide an inner sole 7 
which‘ will give warmth to the foot by having 

:25 the‘ upper surface of the inner sole formed 
‘of wool while-'thel'lower surface is formed of‘ 
cotton or like/‘material and which inner sole 

Another ob'ect is to provide an inner sole 
.30‘ with an extension which will extend beneath 

the great toe and have sufficient ‘?exibility to 
permit the great toe toi?ex without ‘trouble 

¢, and to, provide means whereby this projecting 
portion of the inner sole may be trimmed to 

3,5 suit‘the‘shape of the‘foot. ~ ~ I ~ , ~ 

_ ' Other obj ectswill appear in the course of e 
1 a , thefollowingdescription. ‘ , I 

' , ‘My invention is illustrated inthe 'accoml 
panying drawings, wherein :—; i' I 1 , 

_ vF'gure _1 isfa plan view of an inner sole 
constructed in accordance with‘my inven-' 

"IFi’gure‘Q is a ‘plan view of the reinforcing 
element for the sole; , - > ‘ ' » ~ " 

V the toe portion thereof; '. 
‘ tudinally of the "sole and extending through 

Referring to these. drawings; it‘will be seen i 
that the inner sole comprises a lowermost 

'_<¢.50: layer of .cottonyfabric 10,’ such for instanceas 

. c _ c _ important- feature. ' ' ‘ 

f may be readily washed at any tlme, ‘ ~ - 

I 'Figure'B‘is a fragmentary section'longi- I 

ordinary bed ticking, a second layer of cheese ‘7 
"cloth or like material ‘11, a reinforcing lawyer 
of wire mesh 12, and an uppermost layer con-' 
'sisting preferably of twothicknesses of wool‘ 

‘fabric,~these thicknesses being both'desigi' 
nated 13. The several layers are stitchedto 
gether around vthe margin of the innersole. 

,- The wire layer 12 does not extend the full- ,_ 
length of the sole but terminates short there- , 
of on the line '14: so that thelayers oftextile 

'fabric project beyond this portion to form r 
5 what might be termed a flap 15. This ?ap 
is formed with linesof stitches 16 approxi 

‘ mately concentric to the rounded vend of the, I 
[reinforcing layer ‘12; ,‘This ‘permits the ?ap 
15 to be trimmed downItoisuit‘ anyparti'cular 
shoe or foot. ' / 

‘ ~~As will be seen from ‘Figure 2, ‘the: wire 
mesh ‘reinforcement .12 has ‘its transverse“? 
wires extending diagonally to ‘the‘length' of 'A 
the‘ 's'ole‘afnd its longitudinal wires also ex- ‘ 
tending diagonally to the length of the ‘sole F 
or atright angles to the transverse ‘wires. " 

1 Thus the individual wires of the Wire mesh 
‘are disposed on'the bias with relation to'the" 

regard as a very ' ‘ ' length of the isole'f'This I 

Furthermore; it will be noted that mar 
‘gin of this reinforcing layer ‘12 of wire mesh Q ~ ‘ 
is coated with zinc or solder 17-‘which con- I , " 
stitutes what may be termeda binding'for 1 
this wire mesh. These ‘two featuresI’ re- i 
gardas" important for-‘the following‘ reasons. i .7 
‘I have found by" actual test that it is imprac- It I 
fticalto have the wires ‘extending longitu‘die '~ 
'nally of vand transverselygacross the sole’ as 
thelengthwise strandsof the wire mesh b'e 
gin tobreak ?rst in the center of the shank ‘ 

of the sole ‘and their following the Wire‘ ‘cross’ strands across the sole. ‘Furthermore 
jI‘have found where the cross Istra'ndsextend 
*at right angles to the length of the sole that 
these cross strands‘ vwould ‘creep out through 
the edge of the sole regardless 'of'how ‘well ' ‘ 
it, was ,stitchedgor sewed or whether‘it was ,v ‘ 
bound with cheavy‘cloth at the edge.“ After ‘ 

a ‘the ‘lengthwise strands of wire have'broken‘ ‘ ’ 
“across the sole and the transverse wires be- ' 
gin to ‘creep out/at the edge, "the solebe-j " , ; 
00111981300 uncomfortable for wear. :I ‘have 
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found that by cutting the Wire on the bias 
~ and'coating and covering the outer edge with ' 
solder, zinc or like material as by'dipping 
su?iciently to entirely embed the outer edge 
orrrmargin‘of the wirenetting with the solder 

' T or zinc, the transverse strands are prevented 
from creepingvout at the edges and further 
more-thisconstruction permits me to securely 

' sew the reinforcing layer 12 in and to the 
. '10 

'15 

covering of the sole. ‘ Relatively long usefhasi 
shown that with such. amcons'tructiofn'nas.1 
have above described, there are no brolren 
strands of wire, nor do the wire “creep 
out at the ends, 7. _ p v 1 

The wire mesh being'cut on ‘the ‘bias makes 
ithelinner , sole -_ extremely ,l?exible. . . Paper, 
. cork or composition inner. soles, also tend to 
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unduly .heat the foot.’ - By-havingi wool on 
top of ‘the inner sole, Warmth is given to the 
foot withoutundulyheating it While the cot-, ' 
jfton absorbsymo-iisture from the foot. The 
cold air coming up from the bottom and the. 
heat coming from "the: foot .meet .in the air 
chamber which is formed ‘injthe interstices of 
the wire and any condensed moisture is ab 
.sorbedby the. cotton-‘fabric as are also any 
limpuritiesjcomingfrom the feet and from 
thesoles of thepsho'es. v This‘ inner sole can . - ~ 

‘ 0: be washed and kept ‘clean from all impuri- . 
.3 ties can bescru'bbed in suchia manner as 
to ;remove.r;grease, dirt . and filth that may 
come from Working in shops, etc. The more 
thisinner soleiir-s'washe‘d, the softerathe fab 
ric :becomes. Inner,‘ soles that cannot b 
lwashed become unsanitary, f . ' 

Furthermore the use of zinc, as a binding 
for the "copper wire mesh: ‘on coming inlcon 
tact with the moisture of the feet tends to 
secure a slight electric current andstop any 
corrosion oflthe'coppe‘r, Ifurthermore find i 
L that this combinatienjof the copper and zinc 
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rows of stitching extending across it per; 
mitting the ?ap to be trimmedto fit the foot. 

2. An inner sole comprising a lower layer 
of cotton fabric, an upper layer of wool fab- . 
ric, and an intermediate layer of wire gauze, 
the margin .of the layerof wlregauze being 70 

coated ‘with, metal to form a metallic bind! 
ing embedding the ends of the strands of 
the Wire gauze therein. ' » I 

3. An inner sole for ‘shoes including a 
lower layerof cotton fabric, an. upper layer 
of wool fabric, and an intermediate layer of 
wire gauze, the wires of which ‘extend diag 
onally with relation to the length of the foot, 
the margins vof the wire gauze being coated 
with metalto form a binding embedding the 
vends ofthef strands of wire gauze therein, the 
margins ‘offithe layers of textile fabric and 
thewire gauze being stitched together.‘ 
In testimony whereof I hereunto a?'ix my 

signature. 7 _ __ ._ 

' HERMAN .HIGDEM. 

‘or copper and equivalent metal" as'a binder ~ 
secures ad-istinct advantage as-against damp-' 
.rness, aiding the ‘feet in keeping up their nor 
mal temperature, andhaving an effect upon 

" the circulation. Furthermore, the wire mesh ' 
‘tends, toaprevent the sole from wrinkling. 

l ‘The ?ap.l5jisiusedrtoLkeepthe-bigtoe warm 
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,penetratingtowthe feet, If the ,cloth were 
.placed, player to; layer, . {dampness would ‘at 
‘_ onee.v seep through, butrby (providing a multi 
aplicity voflair chambers formed by thew-inter 
st'icesz in‘ .thev‘i-copper wire, this 'is~_-preve-nted. 
. claim? I ~ I, . 

11 vAn inner sole ‘for shoes having ~ an vup‘ 
,‘per and-iloswerllayerlof ‘textile fabric and an 
.int-ermed-iate glayer of ‘wire/mesh, ‘the wwire 
(mesh terminating shortof; the textile : fabric 
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and is also :used. so ‘that the sole maylbe trimmed-to T?tthefootq; The wire.‘ mesh in- I 
terposed :between ‘the “cotton fabric and the 
wool fabric aids ,invlkeepi-ng. dampness; from 
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Haiti-‘the toe .endthereof- whereby tlr'e'textile ' 
fabric forms sat?apiexten'dingabeyond the l or - / 4mm ‘melshiithisa?aia51mins :e.:.:r1ura1ity~of .. - 
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